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ll law firms must have one major objective—be 

the leader in your field.  Easy to say.  Hard to do?  

Achieving leadership demands superior legal 

performance complemented by savvy market-

ing—inside and outside the firm.  

Begin by realizing your BRAND.  Successful 

executives understand that clear, consistent 

marketing strengthens their firm’s leadership 

position and their BRAND.   However, they 

also know their attorney’s are enrolled in the 

intellectual challenges of crafting successful 

and brilliant solutions for their clients.  This, after 

all, is what attorneys do.  But lets face it, most  

attorneys dislike marketing.  Marketing steals 

billable hours.  Grooming attorneys to em-

brace the firm’s BRAND and adopt their role as  

marketers requires guidance and a strong arsenal  

of support.  Without this your BRAND becomes  

diluted and ineffective.   

Intelligent marketing requires agility and focus in 

today’s fast-paced, linked culture.   Creating a 

consistent, clear BRAND connectivity is a “must” 

dynamic for success.  If you are not proactive you 

will fall behind and perhaps fail.  

Perpetuate your BRAND.  Avoid looking stale and 

getting lost among your competition.  Actively  

maintaining a current-looking web site is critical.   

Establish your site as a living breathing marketing 

tool which looks fresh and accurately portrays who 

you are.  It should also acknowledge your attorney’s 

accomplishments giving them a tasteful marketing 

BRAND.  One they are proud to wear.  One that  

rewards performance and leadership.  

However, what is most often misunderstood 

and neglected is making a commitment to  

optimize your search engine presence.  This 

is a daily marketing process not an IT project.   

Paying attention to your site’s details and  

BRAND encourages repeat connectivity 

and seamlessly translates that you will pay 

equal attention to your client’s needs.  This 

builds trust which, after all, is what legal  

leadership strives to achieve.  Maximizing these  

necessary components is essential for secur-

ing your firm’s leadership role.     

Bring your FIRM into Focus with PROKELLSEO, 

an experienced search engine optimization  

resource, and it’s talented web site designers.

A

5135 Clark Lane  |  Columbia  |  Missouri  |  65202  |  phone: 901.351.5219  |  web site: www.prokellseo.com
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Dear Valued Clients and Friends:

Here’s to Spring and to my newest issue of International Review – an issue that I hope contains a 

balanced blend of thoughtful insight and practical contributions on law firm strategy and leadership.

Today, I believe we face a time when doing things fundamentally differently will ultimately 

trump doing the same things more efficiently.  To succeed firms will need to focus increasing-

ly more attention on how they might differentiate themselves in ways that client value.  My Six 

Elements of Meaningful Differentiation is intended to provoke your thinking on this important 

topic.  And you may note that while this may not be the most comprehensive piece on this 

subject I have deliberately not identified costs as a significant differentiator.  For those who 

engage in predatory pricing, you might win the fee-cutting race . . . right to the bottom - but 

the real strategic issue is whether you will have a sustainable practice after you get there.

I am delighted to include an article that American Lawyer magazine agreed to publish an ex-

cerpt from earlier this year.  Malignant Leadership reflects upon some lessons from the Dewey 

catastrophe and has probably garnered more responses from readers than almost any other 

article that I’ve written over the years.

Be sure to have a look at the results of my latest research into the dynamics of being a man-

aging partner as conveyed in Inside The Corridors of Firm Leadership.  This expose represents 

the responses from firm leaders of AmLaw 100, AmLaw 200 and other firms on everything 

from their job descriptions and how they spend their time to their leadership priorities and 

intentions for when they leave office.

Finally, I am observing a trend wherein more firms are starting to hit the Reset Button on 

their practice group management efforts and trying to start fresh. Practice Group Leadership 

2.0 is my attempt to prescribe some fundamental structural recommendations for what 

firms absolutely must do to make their practice management efforts successful.

I am, to the best of my knowledge, the only law firm advisor to publish a regular magazine for 

firm leaders.  It may be indicative of my old-school values, but I still enjoy reading real books 

and magazines rather than some electronic facsimile.  So I sincerely hope that you find some 

practical ideas, tips and techniques here that you can put to use immediately.  Please send me 

your observations, critiques, comments and suggestions with respect to any of these articles.

 

Editor

(www.patrickmckenna.com)

MCKENNA ASSOCIATES INC. Box 700, 21 Standard Life Centre
 10405 Jasper Avenue
 Edmonton, Canada  T5W 3Y8

 1.780.428.1052
 1.800.921.3343

Copyright © McKenna Associates Inc.  2013.  All Rights Reserved.  International Review is published as a service to clients  
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Six ElEmEntS of mEaning-
ful DiffErEntiation

AT A TIme when The DemAnD FoR LegAL SeRvIceS IS 

on A DecLIne, The RooT oF ALL SucceSSFuL STRAT-

egy LIeS In BeIng DIFFeRenTIATeD.

malignant lEaDErShip

A LAck oF eFFecTIve oveRSIghT cAn ALLow even A 

weLL-InTenTIoneD mAnAgIng PARTneR To go BAD.

inSiDE thE CorriDorS of 
firm lEaDErShip

heRe ARe The ReSuLTS FRom An InDePTh SuRvey oF 

mAnAgIng PARTneRS RegARDIng The joB oF BeIng 

A FIRm LeADeR.  

praCtiCE group lEaDEr-
Ship 2.0

FoR A numBeR oF yeARS you’ve Been ATTemPTIng To 

geT youR PRAcTIce AnD InDuSTRy gRouPS To Func-

TIon eFFecTIveLy . . . wITh onLy LImITeD SucceSS.  So 

now whAT? 
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Six ElEmEntS of mEaningful DiffErEntiation

SIZE ELEMENTS OF MEANINGFUL 

DIFFERENTIATION

The curious irony is that most law firms go to 

great lengths to look like every other law firm.  

In fact the common response that you are most 

likely to elicit from the management of any 

firm when first presenting a new concept, idea, 

or potential market opportunity is: “Can you 

please give us a list of the other firms which are 

doing this?”  

Competitive advantage means getting out in 

front, by focusing on some area in which you 

can be distinctive, meaningful and unbeatable.  

But, rarely have I ever seen information on 

any law firm’s web site that identifies: “What 

Differentiates Our Firm.”  By definition, if you 

are doing what everyone else is, you don’t have 

any advantage.  To test this thesis, let’s think for 

a minute.  How different is what you are doing 

right now — the strategies that you are employ-

ing now — from the four or five key competitors 

in your marketplace?   

In strategy sessions with groups of partners I 

have often posed a simple question to the entire 

group — a question I believe is reflective of the 

primary concern that occupies most prospective 

clients’ minds.  It goes like this: “Tell me please 

— as a prospective client, why should I choose 

you (your practice group / your firm); what 

makes you distinctive and what added-value 

can you bring to my business matters — that I 

cannot get anywhere else?” 

The answers that I usually elicit make reference 

to the firm’s long revered history, the firm size 

and perhaps the geographic spread of offices, 

the diversity, community involvement, the firm’s 

ability to be responsive and cost-effective, and 

so forth.  All very interesting answers; but all 

less than compelling if you are the prospective 

client – largely because it is the same thing that 

you are likely to hear from every good law firm 

these days . . . we are different in the same ways 

everyone else is!
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The good news is that when you look at differ-

entiation, starting from a practice group per-

spective, many of your groups have something 

meaningful to offer.  The not-so-good news is 

that much of it is, either hidden, understated, 

or (believe it or not) totally unrecognizable 

from partner to partner within the same prac-

tice group.  In other words, whenever I have 

discussed this at length with the members of a 

particular group, I continue to be amazed at how 

some partner may be doing something incred-

ibly differentiating, that the other partners in the 

very same group are totally unaware of.

So, where do you start?

What follows are a number of the elements, in 

no particular order of importance, that from in-

depth discussions with clients, form the basis for 

meaningful differentiation.  No one particular 

component will provide you a silver bullet.  Your 

practice group’s meaningful differentiation (and 

ultimately your firm’s differentiation) comes from 

recognizing that what may make you truly distinc-

tive and valuable emanates from having something 

to offer across a number of these areas.

At a time when the demand for legal services is on a decline, the root of all successful 

strategy lies in being differentiated.  Your firm and your individual practice groups must 

all work at making themselves distinctive and intrinsically more valuable to clients.
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1. Exceptional Service

key Question:  Please identify what it is that you 

do in the way in which you, as a group, consistently 

serve your clients that is perceived as rare, valuable 

and different from what other competitive firms 

might offer?

Check out a significant firm’s web site and you 

will see how they promote their use of technology, 

their hiring practices, even their philosophy and 

principles but aside from the occasional listing 

of clients served, there is little of any substance to 

how the firm will work with you as a client.  Going 

even further, some firms call it their client service 

principles while others label it their ‘Client Service 

Pledge’ but irrespective of the specific title, 

much of it is less than impactful. 

Too many firms rely on creatively worded 

prose to appeal to prospects and clients.  

Here is but one example from a global firm:

We pride ourselves on our creative, ‘smart’ 

way of thinking - whether it’s in how we 

analyze instructions and set up our legal 

teams, how we find the optimal solutions 

to complex business issues, how we ap-

proach billing, how we service our clients’ 

on-going needs and how we work with 

rather than just for them.  No matter how 

challenging or complex the mandate, we 

are not satisfied until we have delivered 

the highest quality, most commercially 

effective legal advice.

These firms all love to couch their prose in terms 

like “we will make every effort,” ‘where appropri-

ate,” “if you wish,” “as quickly as possible,” and 

“we will endeavor to.”

Every research study conducted with clients shows 

that providing ‘Exceptional Service’ is one of the 

most powerful differentiators.  The difficulty 

comes where it must be consistently delivered 

by every professional in your practice group – or 

firm.  In other words, most published client ser-

vice standards are either hollow rhetoric or aspira-

tional dreams, but they don’t become meaningful 

to clients unless and until you are prepared to 

make them absolutely non-negotiable, mini-

mum standards of performance.  And therein 

lies the great hurdle.  It means that every attorney 

in the group must conduct themselves according 

to some governing standards and can no longer 

be autonomous – practicing as they see fit.  And 

of course, where this all falls apart is where law-

yers are allowed to claim (and get away with) the 

assertion that their “clients are different!”

That said, at a time when many firms preach 

“providing seamless service” there are some 

progressive practice groups that in striving for 

excellence, have differentiated themselves by 

setting out in writing and delivering to 

their clients, very hard and fast service 

standards, like the following:

• We will determine with you, a ‘Pre-

ferred Communications Protocol’ and 

set out under what circumstances you 

would prefer a face-to-face meeting, 

versus a telephone conversation, e-mail 

or other mode of communication.  That 

written protocol, will then be communi-

cated to every professional and support 

staff member serving your organization.

• We invite your in-house counsel to 

convene one special session semi-an-

nually at our expense (airfare / hotel 

included) for the purpose of briefing 

Here is yet another example, from a firm setting 

out their ‘Guiding Principles”:

We are committed to providing consistently world-

class legal services, as nothing less will suffice for the 

challenging matters our clients bring to us.  Clients 

do not come to us with easy questions, simple cases, 

or routine transactions.  Clients come to us because 

of our well-earned reputation for outstanding 

service delivered promptly.  We pride ourselves on 

finding innovative solutions to complex problems 

that require us to draw on our full range of exper-

tise and experience.

The only problem is that after reading these 

two client service principles, while they seem 

to espouse all of the right words, you could not 

distinguish any one firm from any of the others 

that champion similar sentiments.  Other firms 

make veiled attempts to draft and display what 

they must think are compelling arguments to 

retain their services:

We understand that delivering the highest level of 

service means keeping in touch with, and being 

accessible to, our clients on a timely basis.  Where 

appropriate, we use a senior lawyer/junior lawyer 

reporting relationship to ensure clients are able to 

reach a lawyer informed about their particular case 

and/or needs.
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us on matters related to better understanding 

your current business goals and new develop-

ments in your industry.

• We will have our IT professionals work di-

rectly with your IT professionals to determine 

how technology can be employed to our 

mutual advantage.  We will institute electronic 

data links to provide for communications, 

support, project management, work product 

retrieval, and on-line research.

• We will, at no cost, debrief at the conclusion 

of every major case or matter, over $100K in 

fees -- with those lawyers and corporate execu-

tives deemed appropriate, in order to consider 

the future legal impacts of current business 

practices; to determine ways to avoid future 

litigation and liability; and to evaluate opportu-

nities to accelerate the closing of transactions or 

resolution/avoidance of conflict matters.

These practice groups have delivered these writ-

ten standards to their clients as a means of both 

having their clients hold them accountable and 

to constantly remind their group members of 

what is expected of everyone.

2.  Special Alliances / Contacts / Rela-
tionships

key Question:  Do you, as a group, have any fa-

vored relationships, contacts or alliances that confer a 

market advantage in that they would be perceived by 

prospects / clients as special and noteworthy?

When contemplating this question groups 

will often mention some attorney who was a 

former General Counsel, or served as the local 

Bar President, or reference their firm’s member-

ship in some international law firm alliance.  In 

certain instances, any of these might have some 

interest to clients, but there are not likely to truly 

differentiate you. There are some other areas that 

you might consider.

While it used to be fairly common within the 

profession, there are still some law firms that 

enjoy the loyalty of a major corporate client.  In 

one particular instance, a premier, super-regional 

utility company uses one law firm for the vast 

majority of their legal work.  That relationship 

has allowed the law firm to be exposed to new 

areas of practice (climate change, solar and bio-

mass technology) before many of their competi-

tors and has been influential in attracting other 

prospective clients to use the firm’s services.  Do 

you serve a valued, loyal client that is widely 

perceived to be among the industry leaders and 

thereby reflects prestige on your firm?

There are examples where firms have achieved 

recognition by being acknowledged in a unique 

way by their peers.  For example the Association 

of Corporate Counsel (Value Challenge initia-

tive) have an internal program whereby they 

recognize those firms, who by way of nomina-

tions, have made great strides in controlling costs 

and are therefore held out as ‘Value Champions.’  

Being identified by the ACC in such a manner 

can be a distinguishing credential.

Firms have achieved an advantage from having 

the endorsement of some critical governmental 

body, perhaps an academic guru; or have devel-

oped close relationships through representing a 

particular trade organization.  Clifford Chance 

advises regulators around the globe on the regu-

lation of Islamic compliant derivative structures 

and benefits from being counsel to the Interna-

tional Swaps and Derivatives Association in rela-

tion to drafting the ISDA/IIFM Tahawwut Master 

Agreement launched in March 2010.

Some law firms have pursued obtaining ISO 

9000 certification – (or the international stan-

dard LAW 9000) a specialized quality manage-

ment standard for legal practices.  Concurrently, 

those corporations who have obtained their 

ISO 9000 designation are required to, wherever 

possible, use the services of other ISO certified 

vendors, thus conferring a strategic advantage on 

any firms who have obtained their credentials.

3.  Distinctive Expertise / Service Offering

key Question:  Do you offer any particular exper-

tise or service to your clients that is truly distinctive, 

valuable and not readily available from most other 

competitive firms?

These ten words appear in some form on a 

good number, if not the majority, of AmLaw 

100 firm websites:

Known as the firm of choice for highly complex 

matters.

Meanwhile, these days it is difficult to find any 

firm, who does NOT somewhere on their web 

site expound on their listings in Super Lawyers, 

Leading Lawyers Network, Best Lawyers in Amer-

ica, Martindale-Hubbell, or their prestigious fel-

lows and various peer review ratings.  A number 

of firms include quotes taken from Chambers, 

the Legal 500 or some other ranking:

This pre-eminent practice is highly regarded for its 

extensive international footprint and its presence 

on complex cross-border matters.

These are all wonderful-sounding accolades, but hard-

ly a convincing differentiator if every other competitor 

claims to have the same or similar credentials.  

One prominent firm even mentions their part-

nership philosophy:

As of October 1, 2012, the firm had 193 part-

ners.  More than one-third of our partners have 

served in two or more of the firm’s offices, and 88 

partners are currently based in our offices outside 

the United States.  The firm remains dedicated to 

strengthening our practice primarily through inter-

nal growth – approximately 90% of our current 

partners joined the firm as associates.

And again, this may be very interesting in terms 

of what is happening within the profession, but 

Six ElEmEntS of mEaningful DiffErEntiation
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what does this really mean and where is the tan-

gible benefit for clients?  One also wonders how 

crowing about your Legal Marketing Association 

awards or your Silver Inkwell website design 

resonates favorably with clients.

So, with everybody professing to have the same 

expertise, how do you stand out in a crowded 

marketplace?  Here are a few notable examples of 

firms that have differentiated their expertise and 

service offerings:

• Distinctive Expertise:

In a survey of more than 240 general counsel and in-

house chief litigation officers and for the second con-

secutive time, Skadden was named a member of the 

“Fearsome Foursome” — the four elite law firm litiga-

tion practices that “corporate counsel would most like 

to have by their side in head-to-head competition.

• Industry Niche:

Balch & Bingham represents virtually all aspects of the 

solid waste industry.  Our clients include public and 

private owners and operators of landfills, transfer sta-

tions, recycling facilities, waste to energy facilities, land-

fill gas to energy facilities and composting facilities.

• Online Service:

The Clifford Chance Global M&A Toolkit comprises a 

growing collection of web-based transaction tools and 

in-depth analysis of the most important market and 

regulatory developments in M&A regimes across the 

globe.  It aims to bring clarity to the increasingly com-

plex world of cross-border M&A and features special 

access to our leading cross-border M&A databases, 

informative videos, and access to a library of specialist 

publications covering the key issues in global M&A.

• Ancillary Service:

Procopio Cory’s incubator program, LaunchPad, 

assists entrepreneurs and start-ups in the formation, 

early funding, and growth of their companies.  The 

incubator, housed in Procopio’s new Del Mar Heights 

office, providse a basic legal start-up package, collab-

orative workspace, specialized mentoring, counseling 

and business entities to the economic conditions and 

market instability of the past several years.

Latham offers a ‘Knowledge Library’ which includes 

a number of Blogs, a bog of Jargon® for the financial 

community, various events, podcasts and webcasts, 

and some 2000 articles and briefings that you can sort 

through by industry, practice or geography.

4.  ‘Proprietary’ Processes / Software

key Question:  Do you provide your clients with any 

tangible and proprietary process, checklist, template, 

procedure or software program for effectively and ef-

ficiently handling their legal matters?

When one thinks of what might be described as 

a proprietary process, perhaps the best example 

might be ‘the poison pill’ — invented in 1982 by 

famed corporate lawyer Martin Lipton of Wachtell 

Lipton, and a practice that came into widespread 

use after the Delaware Supreme Court affirmed 

its legality in a landmark 1985 case.  Literally 

thousands of companies have adopted poison 

pill plans in the years since then, either as a general 

policy or in response to takeover threats.

The benefits to the client of using the poison pill 

soon became obvious and “benefits to the client” 

are (once again) the key differentiating factor.  For 

example, one AmLaw 100 firm promotes their 

award-winning technologically advanced system:

In order to take maximum advantage of the collec-

tive experience of our lawyers, we have developed 

a number of important knowledge management 

systems and tools.  These systems improve our ef-

ficiency.  AnswerBase is our award-winning enter-

prise search engine.  The search engine enables us 

to access the firm’s best and most pertinent practice 

materials, internal research, attorney experience, 

client and matter information and other important 

firm information.  AnswerBase has won a number 

of awards, including an award from Law Technol-

ogy News (“Best Collaboration in Implementing 

Enterprise Search”) and Citytech Global Tech 

and contacts for entrepreneurs to grow their company 

and secure funding so they can take their endeavor to 

the next level within six to twelve months.

• Emergency Management Team:

Federal regulators now recover $17 for every $1 they 

invest* in fighting health care fraud and abuse.  So, 

it’s no wonder that this industry is at the forefront of 

U.S. enforcement activity.  Many providers live in 

fear that one day the FBI, OIG, or other investigators 

will show up at their door unannounced, demanding 

access to patient information and computer records, 

while insisting on immediately interviewing key 

employees. When an emergency situation arises, 

having the right legal and publicity response imme-

diately available is crucial to protecting your people, 

your reputation, and your bottom line.  We’ve got you 

covered.  Our Health Law Emergency Management 

Team combines our health care compliance knowledge 

with the media crisis management expertise of Padilla 

Speer Beardsley, a leading communications firm based 

in Minneapolis.  Whenever trouble strikes, an expert 

crisis management team will protect you from a legal 

standpoint, and prepare you to convey your situation 

to the media, shareholders, employees, and/or govern-

ment officials in the most favorable light.

The larger any market, the more specialization that 

takes place and the more specialized a firm must 

become if it is going to prosper.  For many, to be 

highly profitable today, you have to narrow your 

focus in order to stand for something in the pro-

spective client’s mind.  The firm that captures a lead 

in a new industry sector or legal services niche early 

can achieve a big advantage as that sector matures.  

One other related approach that a few firms have 

been using to differentiate themselves is by way 

of the concept of “thought leadership”.

Skadden tells their clients and prospects: We are 

pleased to provide our annual collection of commen-

taries (Skadden Insights) on the critical legal issues 

our clients may face in the year ahead. Many of these 

issues relate to the responses by governments, markets 

7www.patrickmckenna.com
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Leaders Top 100 (“Law Firm Project 

of the Year”).

That is the total of the information 

available and leaves us only to ponder 

– what it means to me as a client?

Alternatively, Baker Donelson sets 

out very clearly the benefits from 

their offering:

Baker Donelson’s BakerConnect On-

line Client Services are collaborative, 

web-based tools that allow our clients to 

manage corporate and litigation mat-

ters more efficiently through real-time 

information.  BakerCorp Connect and BakerLit 

Connect and related online services deliver cutting-

edge legal support to our clients, reducing costs and 

improving results through innovative knowledge 

management.  Through an extranet site, clients can 

choose from an extensive menu of online services, 

store and share documents, communicate with our 

legal team members and view current industry data.  

Baker Donelson develops and maintains all tools 

and content based on the individual client’s needs, 

in addition to providing system training and support, 

and is responsible for software updates.  All services 

are secure and access-controlled by the client, and 

are accessible from all electronic devices, including 

mobile devices.  No client investment is required; 

all that is needed to access these tools is access to 

the Internet.

Another great example of a differentiating proprie-

tary process is Seyfarth Shaw’s Lean Legal system.

At Seyfarth, we are continuously looking for better 

ways to meet our clients’ needs for value and ef-

ficiency, while maintaining high quality with our 

legal services. Based on that goal, we have become 

the only large law firm to build a distinctive client 

service model—called SeyfarthLean—that com-

bines the core principles of Lean Six Sigma with 

robust technology, knowledge management, process 

management techniques, alternative fee structures 

and practical tools.  The broad, systemic use of such 

can be very powerfully presented if made 

tangible, quantifiable, and proffered in a 

statistical framework.  

We need to remember that it is not what 

we assert that helps differentiate us – “Our 

group’s high level of industry experience 

is consistently recognized as among the 

best.” What helps differentiate us is what 

we can prove – “During the past 5 years we 

have had the honor of representing six of 

the ten largest hospitals in our State.”

In fact, some firms do a good job of listing 

their “Representative Work” or “Key Repre-

sentations” by practice or industry area with some 

substantive specifics:

Distressed assets – We recently represented MAHLE 

GmbH, one of Europe’s largest automotive parts manu-

facturers, in a USD156 million acquisition of distressed 

assets in 13 different jurisdictions from the engine parts 

group of Dana Corporation.  The transaction involved 

the shutdown, cleanup and sale of underperforming 

manufacturing locations and the strategic consolidation 

of production capabilities within the United States and 

Latin America. (Baker & McKenzie)

The point here, is that any firm can do a descent 

job of differentiating themselves if they begin to 

look at their cumulative experience over some 

period of time.  In other words, if your “individ-

ual” key representations aren’t that significant (as 

compared to the example above), then perhaps 

presenting the total value of all the distressed asset 

sales that your group has handled over the past 

five years – now looks like a significant number!

Over the past five years, we have participated in 

more than 250 public offerings and Rule 144A 

placements raising over $100 billion.   In the past 

five years, we have served as company counsel in 

more than 800 venture financings raising over $12 

billion.  We are counsel to more venture-backed 

companies in the eastern half of the U.S. than any 

other law firm.  (Wilmer Hale)

a model across multiple practice areas is unique to 

the legal profession and reflects a fundamentally 

different approach to delivering legal services. This 

approach manifests itself with tangible processes 

and special tools, as well as the more intangible and 

fundamentally different way of thinking about how 

to deliver legal services.

5.  Cumulative Experience

key Question:  When you think of your group’s total 

experience, what tangible, statistical, factual compila-

tion of data would accurately capture and reflect what 

you have accomplished?

In discussions with members of practice groups, as 

we explore what may differentiate them by way of 

their vast experience, I will hear things like:

• We have relationships with many of the leading 

players in the health care industry.

• Our team has extensive technology transfer and 

licensing experience.

• We have served numerous Fortune 500 companies.

I can just hear some prospective clients thinking 

to themselves . . . “that all sounds nice but, as 

evidenced by what?”

The compilation of who you are and/or what you, 

as a group, have accomplished (think: specific 

number of Fortune 500 companies represented) 
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selves . . . ‘that all sounds nice but, 

as evidenced by what?’  We need to 

remember that it is not what we as-

sert that helps differentiate us - What 

helps differentiate us is what we can 

prove.”

“I
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Since 2004, we have represented life sciences clients 

in more than 100 venture capital financings valued 

in total at over $1 billion and completed more than 

100 public finance and M&A transactions in the 

life sciences sector. (Morrison Foerster)

The interesting aspect of cumulative experience 

as a differentiator is that it takes some work to 

go back and examine your group’s client matters 

and begin to statistically compile the results and 

so – few groups ever bother to do it.  But those 

that do can present some impressive data for 

prospective clients to consider.  As one managing 

partner expressed it to me:

We kept track of our deals in Los Angeles, to the 

point where it looked like we had bought / sold more 

than half the prestige properties downtown – and we 

had!  Every time we closed a prestige deal we gave 

a custom commissioned framed picture to the client 

as a closing gift.  And kept one for ourselves to put in 

the hall way for our department.  Every time a client, 

or agent / broker / title officer / lender / prospect / op-

posing counsel . . . anybody . . . walked through our 

space they passed trophy after trophy.  We weren’t 

competing to be in a field, we were confirming that 

we were already there.  Boy did that work!

6.  Social Evidence

key Question:  What is it that satisfied clients are 

saying about you that they would be prepared to codify 

and allow you to visibly disclose to others?

There is an old adage that still rings true – “You are 

known by the company you keep.” People follow 

the lead of others – especially those who are simi-

lar to them and/or those whom they respect.  

I remember reading s study about how a group of 

researchers went door-to-door soliciting donations 

for a charitable cause.  On their second attempt 

they displayed a list of local residents who had 

already donated to the cause. As time went by, the 

researchers found that the longer the donor list 

became the more likely those solicited would be 

to donate as well.  This supports what most sales 

Gibson Dunn is another firm that features se-

lected testimonials on their site:

Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher is staffed with highly 

competent lawyers who are understanding of 

Evergreen’s objectives and who work hand in 

hand with me to develop strategies to meet my 

company’s objectives, while being sensitive to legal 

fees. Litigators in the firm’s New York office were 

extremely helpful in developing a clever and unique 

approach to achieve success for the Company in 

several complicated securities matters vital to the 

Company’s future success.

Bill Laughlin, VP, GC, & Corporate Secretary 

- Evergreen Energy Inc.

CONCLUSION

Perhaps it helps to know, but should not provide 

justification, that those in the legal profession are 

not alone in this struggle to adequately differ-

entiate themselves.  Deloitte Consulting’s CEO, 

leader of the $7 billion in revenues professional 

services firm, when asked “what do you view as 

Deloitte’s main differentiators from your com-

petitors?” responded in a recent interview: 

We are not affirmed or defined by comparing 

ourselves to someone else.  There are a lot of firms 

out there that are wonderful at what they do, and 

that is wonderful for them.  We are unique.  We 

produce insights that produce results.  We are a 

firm that has world-class insight on various top-

ics, whether it’s a large merger, transformation, a 

large human capital issue or finance . . . we have 

insights, but we also have the ability to take the 

insights and help our clients execute on them.  This 

is a unique capability that we have.

All of this should provoke your firm to really soul 

search what it is, and recognize what it is not; what it 

can do, and what remains aspirational and not a true 

definition today of what it wants to be.  Cut out the 

aspirational delusion.  Build on the strength of what 

you are, in accurately defining your advantages.  Then 

get to work laying the bricks for all the other things 

you want to be, the things you should be.

International Review
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professionals already know.  Testimonials or en-

dorsements from satisfied clients work!   And they 

are especially powerful when the satisfied client 

and the prospective client share similar circum-

stances – location, industry, status, and so forth.

While many firms will list their “Representative 

Clients” and many of those lists are very impres-

sive, the typical sophisticated prospect knows full 

well that having a particular companies name on 

the website does not guarantee that the firm did 

groundbreaking work for that company.  They 

may in fact be one of just a number of law firms 

across the country that purports to represent this 

particular Fortune 500 entity, when in fact most 

of the work done is pretty routine in nature.

One prominent New York-based firm makes 

this claim:

Our clients, many of them industry and global lead-

ers, rely on the exceptional, collaborative service we 

deliver through our 10 offices worldwide. Their suc-

cess is our core focus. Following is a sampling of feed-

back from our clients about our work with them.

This is then followed by numerous quotes – BUT 

without ever mentioning a single client by name 

– so we are expected to take these at face value.

Alternatively Reinhart Boemer posts over 20 impres-

sive client testimonials on their website, mainly from 

company Chairman, presidents and CEOs, complete 

with pictures of the originators of the commentary:

When looking to further solidify Badger Meter’s 

dominance in the meter industry through an ac-

quisition, we knew the M&A attorneys at Reinhart 

would be the right choice to help us get the deal 

done. They impressed me and my team with their 

responsiveness and diligence throughout the entire 

process. Reinhart’s negotiating acumen and atten-

tion to detail were key to helping us acquire addi-

tional technologies that will give us the potential to 

increase our sales, production, and workforce.

Rich Meeusen,  Chairman, President & 

CEO  - Badger Meter, Inc.

9www.patrickmckenna.com
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Over the past few years a number of high-

flying, confident, talented and ambitious 

leadership stars caused their firms to flame-out 

resulting in irreparable damage to those who 

were their partners.  Why were their errors, so 

obvious later to various observers and com-

mentators, not spotted or challenged by those 

of their colleagues who had a responsibility to 

oversee their actions?  What went wrong and 

what are the lessons to be learned?

Some firms become dysfunctional when 

certain governance processes are absent.  I 

believe that a major cause of the misbehavior, 

that we’ve seen, happens when entire boards 

/ executive committees can and do (perhaps 

unconsciously) collude to deny, overlook or 

“work around” crucial, acute and chronic firm 

issues.  In other words, it happens when good 

people do nothing!  There is an absence of 

checks and balances.  Power is centralized and 

those monitoring authority and responsibility 

have either been silenced or choose to operate 

in a mode of selective deafness.  So when the 

board is benign . . . the leadership becomes 

“malignant.”

RECOGNIZING THE MALIGNANT LEADER

Looking closely at the misbehavior of those 

who have driven their firms off a cliff, one can 

observe a very similar catalogue of themes.  Ma-

lignant leaders initially perform, and perform 

very well; but ultimately manipulate, mistreat 

and undermine their colleagues and engage in a 

number of destructive behaviors; such as:

• exhibiting a powerful desire for heroic recogni-

tion and high visibility (leaders whose elevators 

are stuck at the ego floor);

• deliberately providing colleagues with grand 

aspirations and portraying themselves as having 

the answers (insatiable ambition), all ultimately 

to enhance the leader’s excessive authority and 

power;

• misleading with purposeful fabrication and 

misdiagnosing situations and issues (often 

relying on outdated or unproven strategies and 

tactics);

• stifling criticism such that fellow partners 

are oriented (usually through authoritarian 

processes – eliminating anyone who might 

challenge their decisions) to comply with rather 

than question the leader’s actions;

• ignoring negative feedback and failure with a 

tendency to continue a failing course of action 

regardless of the consequences; and

• declining to nurture any possible successors 

and otherwise clinging to power (putting per-

sonal interests ahead of firm interests).

It can take some time to realize that some firm 

leader is on a path to disaster.  This is particu-

larly the case when a malignant leader has had a 

stellar career where everything they touch seems 

malignant lEaDErShip
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Even though Brobeck failed 
in 2003 and f irms across the 
country all had the opportunity 
to look closely at what was hap-
pening and why, for the most 
part, it is clear that they did 
not (and Brobeck isn’t over yet; 
that case is still open after nine 
years).  Rather, firms distanced 
themselves by quickly conclud-
ing that they were sufficiently 
different such that it couldn’t 
happen to them.  Then came 
more failures, and the bank-
ruptcy disaster for partners 
with Thelen, Heller, Coudert, 
Howrey and Dewey.  The sig-
nificant difference with How-
rey and Dewey from the other 
four open law firm bankrupt-
cies is that we see the rumblings, 
for the f irst time, of holding 
leadership accountable for their 
misbehaviors.
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to transform itself into a resounding suc-

cess.  But, thankfully, there are steps that 

can be taken to prevent an unfortunate 

situation from unfolding.

I. FIRM GOVERNANCE OPTIONS

Firms have the prerogative of setting 

policy options and initiating actions that 

can attempt to restrict possible misbe-

havior and preclude or limit the ravages 

of malignant leadership.  While this list 

is not exhaustive, it does present a number of 

options for consideration:

n  Effective Leadership Selection Processes

The normal leadership selection process usually 

starts with identifying a necessary set of abilities, 

competencies or skills deemed appropriate for 

the job.  In short, the Board specifies what kind 

of leader it is looking for given the environment 

the firm is likely to be facing in the coming years 

and then seeks evidence that a candidate has 

those attributes – the ideal selection factors.  But 

what of “rejection” factors?  It is rare for firms to 

have a set of rejection factors that they actively 

look for.  These may be things like impulsivity, 

arrogance or volatility.  Leaders who later fail 

may have been selected because nobody chose 

to disqualify those prone to or susceptible to 

malignant behavior.

In any effective firm leadership selection pro-

cess, the full partnership / shareholders should 

be consulted and asked to submit feedback, 

anonymously, on each of the candidates.  This 

process should include safeguards to allow 

partners to provide candid feedback without 

any possibility of reprisal.  I have personally 

been involved in working with the Boards of a 

couple of AmLaw 100 firms where in the course 

of selecting their next firm leader, candid partner 

feedback highlighted hidden behavioral issues 

that were not readily apparent.  You need to 

hear from those who have seen the candidate 

under all sorts of situations; of threat and stress, 

where extremely difficult judgments had to 

be made, how they coped with triumph and 

disaster; what they confess as their aims and 

ambitions.  If partners feel confident that their 

views will be kept confidential, they are more 

likely to honestly share their experiences dealing 

with each individual candidate.

Articulate and self-confident professionals can 

bluff their way through most any interview, if 

firms even bother to submit the candidate to 

any kind of formal selection interview process.  

They can charm, cajole and cover up a wide 

range of suspicious behaviors and especially 

when the interview questions are anything 

but rigorous.  Alternatively, a few firms have 

subjected their candidates to an interview pro-

cess wherein the candidate is presented with a 

number of very difficult but highly probable 

scenarios, from which to explain to the board 

precisely what action they would take or what 

specifically they might say to their partners.  This 

step in the selection process helps identify how 

respondents are really likely to behave under 

real-world stress; how they would handle a 

moral dilemma or cope with a critical setback.

n  Psychological Evaluations

Personality influences leadership style and the 
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   major cause of the mis-

behavior, that we’ve seen, happens 

when entire boards / executive com-

mittees can and do (perhaps uncon-

sciously) collude to deny, overlook 

or ‘work around’ crucial, acute and 

chronic firm issues.”  

“A more latitude and discretion any firm 

leader has, the more their particular 

personality and style matter.  Some like 

to make decisions by consensus, oth-

ers by their own judgment.  Some are 

communicative, others secretive.  Some 

love divergent thinking while others 

are highly detail oriented.   Meanwhile, 

leadership weaknesses (arrogance, acting 

aloof, micromanaging, etc.) are most ap-

parent in situations where there are few 

constraints upon them.

There are now valid and useful psychometric 

instruments that can detect those leaders likely 

to derail.  Most of us can manage our dysfunc-

tional tendencies most of the time.  But increas-

ing stress, work overload, fatigue, high emotion 

and lack of social vigilance can increase the 

probability of malignant leadership.  Further-

more, dysfunctional behavior is more likely to 

appear in situations that are ambiguous, where 

leaders have too little structure and too much 

discretion.

As part of the leadership selection process some 

firms have asked that the candidates engage in 

psychometric testing.  The one that I favor and 

that we use in our First 100 Days masterclass 

was developed by Hogan Assessments.  Hogan 

is a world-leader is the area of personality as-

sessments and the one that we have used with 

new managing partners is an assessment of 

what is called their “Dark-side” personality.  

It measures the destructive behavior that can 

emerge when a leader is highly stressed, bored 

or simply not paying sufficient attention to their 

actions.  What is most intriguing is that the dark 

side is simply what emerges when you use your 

strengths to an extreme.  For example, arrogance 

is the flip side or “dark side” of confidence; 

melodrama the excess of charisma; volatility 

the extreme of energy, and excessive caution the 

excess of logic and analysis.
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n  Term Limits

In my article entitled “Tenure Trap” (published 

in American Lawyer in April 2009), I outlined 

a recognizable progression of effectiveness in 

which any new firm leader transforms from 

their initial honeymoon period to a peak of cre-

ativity and innovation.  Then, after about twelve 

years in office, most leader’s productivity 

and contribution tends to tire and wane.  

My research (92 responding firms) tells 

me that the average firm leader tenure in 

2011 was 8.6 years – having grown from 

7.4 years in 2004.  But at the extreme 

there are many firm leaders who have 

served in excess of 15 years.  Limiting the 

length of time any firm leader may serve 

in the role is probably beneficial, both to 

the firm and to the individual.

n  Regular 360 Degree Reviews

Confidential reviews of firm leaders, 

provided by way of input from those 

with whom they interact frequently (executive 

committee members, practice group leaders, 

office heads, and so forth) would go far toward 

giving those leaders some concrete feedback 

and a clear perspective on their strengths and 

shortcomings.  My observation is that 360-de-

gree feedback gets a good to excellent rating 

wherever it has been used.  It is an ideal tool for 

providing personal development feedback.  And 

from Liz Espin Stern, DC office MP at Baker & 

McKenzie I heard:

We have relied on 360 evaluations and surveys 

on various aspects of management decisions and 

strategic direction.  These tools have consistently 

opened dialogue.

n  Mandatory Performance Appraisals

It is rather ironic that the only appraisal 

process that exists in most firms is about 

telling partners and associates how they 

malignant lEaDErShip
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are doing, but there is no mechanism for 

upward appraisal.  This issue is about ac-

countability and transparency.  Every firm 

leader needs to be self-aware and that 

comes from receiving a candid appraisal of 

their skills and talents.  Malignant leaders 

overestimate their abilities and what they 

are truly capable of achieving. 

I suspect that most firm leaders are far more 

willing to submit to an annual physical 

examination than a rigorous performance 

review.  That said, in an online Linkedin 

discussion amongst firm leaders in August, 

numerous firm leaders from U.S., Australian 

and European firms weighed in on this sub-

ject; all explaining the various systems that 

exist in their firms by which to provide for-

mal appraisals.  Here’s what Chuck Adams, 

managing partner at 300-lawyer Adams and 

Reese had to say:

The Executive Committee annually evaluates 

and determines whether to renew the MP’s ap-

pointment.  It appoints one of its members to 

conduct the evaluation/assessment of MP per-

formance during which he or she will interview 

the firm’s senior non-lawyer managers, Practice 

Group Leaders, Office Partners in Charge and 

others involved in significant leadership roles 

in the firm and will offer to accept input from 

any other partners who want to provide it.  The 

EC discusses the results of that process and 

provides to the MP what it considers will be 

useful feedback to the MP. This might include 

performance, motivation, strategic direction, 

suggested use of time, etc,

Boards should review annually the 

performance of their firm leaders.  A 

thorough review would flag potential 

problems relatively early, allowing 

the firm leader to learn from the pre-

vious year’s performance and assist 

in establishing clear expectations for 

the coming year.  Firm leaders should 

advocate for such a process so that 

they can demonstrate to their part-

ners that they view their performance 

seriously and are open-minded to 

receiving feedback on how they can 

become even more effective.

II. LEADER’S PROACTIVE MEASURES

Firm leaders who are reluctant to invite 

feedback, embrace constructive criticism and 

confront their mistakes are probably well on 

their way to malignant leadership.  Alterna-

tively there are specific actions that I have 

observed wise leaders initiate, including the 

following:

n  Promote A Feedback Culture

Why don’t firm leaders get the feedback they 

need?  Typically they don’t build the kind 

of firm culture that results in deep dialogue 

about what’s working and what’s not.  You 

need to raise your self-awareness by soliciting 

uncensored information and there are two 

basic ways to do that:

1.  Informal Reality Checks – Ask for feedback.

       ost of us can manage 

our dysfunctional tendencies most 

of the time.  But increasing stress, 

work overload, fatigue, high emotion 

and lack of social vigilance can in-

crease the probability of malignant 

leadership.”

“M
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If you are not getting feedback, then you 

don’t really know what tone you are setting 

throughout the firm.  The most successful 

leaders actively seek out constructive feed-

back.  They make a point of investing time to 

get out of their offices and visit with partners 

on a regular basis to get a valid, ongoing 

sense of what people are thinking.  They let 

it be known that they are open to receive 

critiques either of their ideas, their strategies, 

their actions, or their leadership style.

2.  Formal Reality Checks – Devise a feedback 

instrument or process.  

There is an old saying that goes, “since it is 

inevitable that you are going to be measured, 

why not take control and shape the stick by 

which that measurement is going to take 

place.”  Here’s how one firm leader phrased 

his particular initiative:

After I was elected as MP together with two fellow 

Board members, we started our firm’s first annual 

feedback initiative.  Two partners interview all our 

partners on the Board’s collective performance 

and the individual performance of each member.  

In addition, key non-lawyer staff members were 

interviewed by these two partners.  Based on these 

interviews, the two partners drafted a detailed re-

port on the collective and individual performance.  

That report is shared with all the partners and 

discussed in a partners’ meeting.  

We’ve done this twice now and it worked ex-

tremely well because it gave us a clear and 

candid view on our performance and on the 

partners’ views on the firm’s strategic direction 

and other issues, some of which we weren’t fully 

aware of, as not everyone speaks their mind.  It 

helped us to set the agenda and prioritize for the 

next year and generally created an atmosphere 

of transparency and openness towards feedback 

from peers.  We will definitively repeat this in the 

coming years with a different set of two partners 

each year to stimulate involvement by as many 

partners as possible.

n  Host Regular Town-Hall Meetings

While I have seen a number of firm leaders 

instigate and conduct regular sessions with 

all partners, often by videoconference, al-

lowing your partners to openly question any 

management initiative, not only provides for 

transparency and trust within the partner-

ship, but also sets the tone for accountabil-

ity throughout the firm.  When any leader 

expects to be asked to explain the thinking 

behind some course of action, there is an 

increased likelihood that that same leader 

will be far more reflective and think far more 

deeply about any important decision they are 

considering.

n  Appoint A Consigliore

As an effective firm leader you need to place 

people around you who tell you what they 

see, not what they think you want to see—

they’re your mirrors and life-savers.  Here is 

what one AmLaw managing partner told me 

that he did:

Any partner who had a question or challenge, 

was free to bring it up to my Consigliore part-

ner – a senior, acknowledged for his embrace 

of the firm culture and values, someone whose 

judgment and fairness was well respected.  

Any partner had access to approach and in 

total confidence lay out his / her concerns, if 

they were for any reason concerned about do-

ing it directly to my face.  My promise to the 

partners was that there was no issue or subject 

too sensitive or too toxic, and no excuse for not 

getting it to me.  My pledge was that whatever 

I was doing, would be halted instantly and I 

would carefully go through with the consigliore 

whether the issues and concerns were not being 

weighted fully enough, or if they were game 

changing in their nature, before proceeding.  It 

only happened twice during my years of service, 

but it was worth having for the effect it had on 

the trust in my decisions and elimination of 

any fear or concern of my being or becoming 

an arbitrary or arrogant leader.

n  Develop An External Advisory Board

A couple of firms have found it useful to form 

an advisory board comprised of outside busi-

ness executives to offer the leadership their 

impartial advice.  One notable Cleveland 

based firm launched their Advisory Board back 

in October 2009, comprised of the CEO of a 

manufacturing company, the former CEO of 

an investment bank and a former office man-

aging partner at McKinsey specifically to meet 

with the firm Chair and managing partner on 

a quarterly basis and provide input into the 

firm’s strategic initiatives.

CONCLUSION

With each step up the leadership ladder, firm 

leaders often discover fewer restraints, fewer 

performance reviews, and the power to make 

decisions unchallenged by anyone.  Some 

firm leaders tend to view governance not as 

a wise system of checks and balances, but as 

a suffocating system of bureaucracy.  Rules 

and processes, ever-watchful partners and 

other sensible constraints simply reduce the 

opportunities of the grown-ups to misbehave.  

The actions outlined here are not to inhibit 

but restrain; not to tie the hands of firm lead-

ers but to make sure that they have sufficient 

discretion to make wise decisions.  That is 

how firms ensure good governance.

An excerpt of this article was published in 

the January 2013 issue of American Lawyer 

Magazine.
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inSiDE thE CorriDorS of firm lEaDErShip

n november and December I distributed 

a survey containing over 30 questions to 

a group of some 300 law firm leaders.  I 

received detailed written responses from 

the leaders of 98 firms divided into two, 

roughly equal groupings – those from 

Am Law 100 and 200 ranked firms and 

those from other firms of 100 attorneys 

and larger.  I subsequently conducted 

one-on-one conversations with a num-

ber of the firm leaders who graciously 

responded.  what follows is a summary 

of what I learned from my research and 

what those leaders told me.

Time SpenT managing

When asked how much of your total time do 

you dedicate to your role as firm leader, 43% of 

the AmLaw leaders occupy the position and serve 

“full-time,” declining slightly to 39% for other 

firms.  What I heard from many serving less than 

full time was that while their leadership position 

really occupied about 80% of their attention, they 

still felt a need, enhanced since the economic 

debacle, to “keep their hand in the game serv-

ing a few clients.”  That said, there is a bit of a 

trend among the AmLaw firms (about 14% of 

don’t understand what I do.”

While asking about a formal job description might 

seem a touch bureaucratic, I learned some years back 

that few attorneys in any firm truly appreciate the 

magnitude of this job.  In fact, some years back I par-

ticipated in conducting a thorough activity analysis 

that resulted in the codification of a 53 bullet-point 

‘Responsibilities and Essential Functions’ document.  

When this five-page listing was shared with the part-

ners, during the process of soliciting nominations 

for a full-time managing director, a couple of alleged 

candidates declined putting their names forward.  I 

concluded that these attorneys now understood that 

this role was not the position of semi-retirement that 

they may have first suspected.

Not to belabor this particular issue but when I 

inquired of a colleague, Dr. David Dotlich (named 

one of the top 50 CEO coaches and author 

of nine business bestsellers) whether CEOs of 

Fortune 1000 companies have a written job de-

scription, David confirmed “most CEOs of large 

public companies certainly do have a formal job 

description.  In fact, now SEC regulations demand 

that a formal succession plan is required of the 

Board.  This has led to much more discipline in 

the creation of formal job descriptions.  The trend 

is definitely in the direction of rigor and formal de-

scriptions because Boards are afraid of shareholder 

litigation for lack of oversight.”

them) toward having co-managing partners or 

one firm leader assisted by deputies that allow 

the incumbents to spend only half their time on 

management matters.

When asked, “compared with 5 years ago, how com-

plex would you say the challenges are that law firm 

leaders face?” ironically it was a majority of the full-

time leaders who responded: “Almost overwhelm-

ing at times” with most of the others acknowledging 

that things today are “more complex.”

When asked, “How is the whole notion of leader-

ship regarded by most lawyers in your firm?” 49% 

of the AmLaw but only 31% of the other leaders 

all said – “critical to our future” with most remain-

ing firms confirming that it was “important.”  

Meanwhile, 5% of the AmLaw firms and 19% of 

the others answered that leadership was regarded 

as “a necessary annoyance” in their firms.

Here is where one disconnect occurs.  When I 

inquired, “how would you categorize your current 

job description?” not a single respondent among 

the AmLaw 100 firms, only 23% of the AmLaw 

200 firm leaders and 28% of the other firm leaders 

claimed to have a formal written job description.  

The vast majority classified their job description as 

“informal and understood” with a few respondents 

bemoaning to me both in written form and later in 

supplementary comments that their partners “really 

Inside The Corridors of Firm Lea dership .....><.....

j o b  d e s c r i p t i o n ?

fo rma l  e va l u at i o n ?

I
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One cross-correlation that followed from this 

question of job descriptions was a question asking 

“is there any understanding covering your role and 

compensation when you relinquish your firm lead-

ership responsibilities?”  Those that had written job 

descriptions usually also had a written agreement 

covering their compensation for a few years after 

they stepped down.  The remainder either claimed 

that there “is precedent based on how successors 

have been treated” (15%) or more commonly, 

confessed that there is “no formal agreement, but 

that they trusted their partners to be fair” – 61% for 

AmLaw firms and 49% for the other leaders.

THe DynamicS of THe Job

My research shows that today’s typical law firm 

leader has served for about 9.8 years and has a 

4-year term, which in 82% of the cases is renew-

able.  The converse is that 18% have term limits 

– usually varying in length from 6 years (2 terms of 

3 years) to 15 years (3 terms of 5 years).  I did hear 

from 12 incumbents who have thus far served over 

15 years and another two who had served over 30 

years in the role.

The firm leader (80% for AmLaw firms and 84% 

for other firms) usually reports to an “elected” 

Executive Committee/Board comprised of an 

average of 10 partners for AmLaw firms and 7 

partners for smaller firms.  The other respondents 

stated they have “very broad discretion” with a few 

describing how they report to a group within the 

firm, but one that is not formally elected.

My survey queried leaders on “what they liked 

doing the most” and then “what they found most 

time-consuming” which produced some similar 

responses across the board.

Among the AmLaw 100 respondents, the top three 

activities were: determining strategic direction and 

implementation; having responsibility for the 

overall firm performance; and visiting with key 

clients.  When then asked what they find the most 

time-consuming, these same leaders selected: 

lawyer counseling and thorny people issues; day-

to-day administrative responsibilities; and having 

responsibility for the overall firm performance.  

With the AmLaw 200 firms, their top three were: 

determining strategic direction and implementa-

tion (same choice for most favored activity); but 

then: initiating change necessary to ensure long-

term success; and traveling to spend time with part-

ners in the various offices.  What they then found 

most time-consuming was similar – day-to-day 

administrative responsibilities; lawyer counseling 

and thorny people issues; and traveling to spend 

time with partners in various offices.

As one Firm Chair expressed it, “leadership is a 
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contact sport.  Leaders of large firms have always 

been on the road; this is not a new development.  

But now the stakes are higher.  With so many 

offices and markets demanding attention, it be-

comes more challenging to check the pulse of the 

partners, to gauge the effectiveness of local office 

leaders, and to know when to intervene.”

For the other firms responding to this survey, the 

top three were: determining strategic direction 

and implementation; having responsibility for the 

overall firm performance; and initiating change 

necessary to ensure long-term success – while 

those determined to be most time-consuming 

were exactly the same as the AmLaw 100 leaders.

What we see here among firms of all sizes is that 

another disconnect occurs between what firm 

leaders like doing and what consumes their time.  

To be specific, one could conclude that while 

strategic direction is seen as a priority by all firm 

leaders it was not something that many find the 

time for – given being consumed with adminis-

trative minutia and thorny people issues.

On a similar note, I was interested in hearing 

what these respondents thought the “key hurdles 

were to exercising leadership in their firms.”  The 

top three for all firms participating and by a wide 

margin were: reluctance to change cited by 86% 

of firm leaders; some of the lawyer personalities 

Inside The Corridors of Firm Lea dership .....><.....

j o b  d e s c r i p t i o n ?

fo rma l  e va l u at i o n ?
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was of greatest concern to you?”  Consistently, the 

top three responses were: satisfying my partner’s 

expectations, having the strengths and competen-

cies necessary to do a good job; and making a 

meaningful impact on the fortunes of the firm.

Consistent with leaders being concerned about 

their strengths and competencies, I asked about the 

guidance provided.   Only 9% of the AmLaw 100 

firms reported receiving counsel from the previous 

firm leader with 56% claiming that it was “pretty 

much a sink-or-swim proposition.  Meanwhile, 

only 38% claimed that having served on the firm’s 

executive committee/board “was helpful” in pre-

paring them and only 15% professed to have been 

“pretty much prepared for everything I encoun-

tered.”  In fact, the only correlation to feeling totally 

prepared was “having served as a firm leader previ-

ously” or “having external management/leadership 

experience.”  Ironically, having served as deputy 

managing partner, an office managing partner, or 

as a practice or industry group leader seemed to 

have minimal value in preparing one for taking on 

the responsibility of being a firm leader.

With the AmLaw 200 and other firms, the results 

were slightly different in that about 40% reported 

receiving guidance from the previous firm leader 

– but unfortunately, it didn’t seem to help them 

feeling any better prepared.  Here the correlation 

was even stronger between “having served as a 

firm leader previously” and “being prepared for 

everything I encountered.”  

So why doesn’t the predecessor’s guidance have 

any impact?  It makes one wonder whether firms 

have any defined internal process whereby a 

thorough debriefing occurs between the depart-

ing leader and the successor – or whether it is just 

left to happenstance.  In other words, is there any 

effort expended in having the two develop a first 

100 days written plan for the launching of the new 

leader’s initiatives?  Is their any in-depth discussion 

concerning short-term opportunities that are ripe 

for harvesting by the new leader looking to make 

a quick, positive impression on the partnership?  

Or, heaven forbid, is the process simply one of the 

departing leader telling the incumbent to “call me 

if you need me.”  (Could it have occurred to some 

departing leaders that the worse the new one per-

forms, the better the old one looks?)

I also inquired about “how long the transition pe-

riod was between when your predecessor formally 

stepped down and when you actually took the reins?”  

Whether it happened immediately (34%) at one 

extreme, or took longer than three months (26%) at 

the other, 73% felt that the transition period was “just 

right” – except that once again, there was absolutely 

NO correlation between how long you had to pre-

pare and how prepared you actually felt you were!  In 

fact, numerous respondents told me about how they 

had “shadowed” the current managing partner for 

many months, or how they had served in numerous 

roles and committees throughout the firm, but when 

it came to their preparedness, admitted that, “there 

were a number of things that they would have done 

differently” or that they “simply had no training and 

were not well prepared.”

One managing partner put it succinctly when he 

stated, “You really can’t understand this position 

until you’re in it.”

performance evaluaTion

I asked leaders “how they would categorize the way 

in which their performance is evaluated?”  In ONLY 

8% of the responses received from AmLaw 100 firms 

(27% for AmLaw 200 firms and 13% for the others) 

did I hear that a firm indeed had a formal, annual 

written evaluation process in place.  For 24% of firm 

leaders I heard “there is no real evaluation of my 

performance” and 8% told me that they don’t be-

lieve they need any evaluation of their performance.  

For the remainder, any evaluation “comes from the 

Board in an informal, ongoing manner.”

With that as a backdrop I inquired as to whether 

firm leaders received compensation bonuses and 

learned that 42% of AmLaw 100 firms, 50% of 

AmLaw 200 firms and 46% of the other firms 

inSiDE thE CorriDorS of firm lEaDErShip

(45%) and complacency (41%).  

And, while we have all heard the old adage that 

“it’s lonely at the top,” when asked how they 

would rate the feelings of isolation that they ex-

perience, 60% of the AmLaw 100 leaders claimed 

that they were “not at all lonely.”   But, the same 

feelings did not hold true for the AmLaw 200 

leaders (36% responded in the same way) or 

the other firm leaders where 27% were not at all 

lonely.  These numbers would indicate, ironically 

to some of us, that the smaller the firm the more 

leaders are inclined to feel isolation.

How THe currenT incumbenT goT THe Job

I asked these leaders how many candidates there 

were for the position when they obtained the job.  

In a majority of cases (56% for AmLaw firms and 

58% for the others) the current incumbent was 

the only candidate.  My subsequent conversations 

concluded that many of them concur with Keith 

Wetmore, the recently retired Chair of Morrison 

& Foerster who said, “We have no competing elec-

tions.  We have extensive consultation resulting in 

a consensus choice.”

When I inquired as to whether there was any 

formal interviewing process incorporated into 

the selection process, about a third (32%) of all 

firms told me that there was.  Interestingly, there 

was absolutely no correlation between those sub-

jected to formal interviews and those being the 

only candidate, or those having job descriptions 

or even those serving full-time.

Training anD guiDance proviDeD

I was curious to learn how the current chair or 

managing partner received guidance or training 

to prepare them for assuming their top leadership 

position and posed a number of questions on 

this subject.

I started with asking respondents to reflect back 

on when they first took the job, and tell me “what 
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provide bonuses – often based on both individual 

and firm performance.

Now I will leave it to you to determine if you can 

reconcile these two sets of statistics.  

leaDerSHip SucceSSion

To conclude, I asked what “one reason triggers 

a firm leader to begin thinking about stepping 

down?”  What I heard most often, irrespective of 

firm size – is when “enthusiasm is dwindling” 

(31%) followed by “the job now needs someone 

with different talents”(24%).

I then asked whether there was any process in 

place for selecting the next firm leader and solic-

ited answers that were all over the map.  The most 

common response (43%) was some variation on 

“simply accept nominations from the partnership” 

– perhaps through an executive or nominating 

process, whereby a succession committee interviews 

partners to develop a slate of candidates.  I also heard 

from firms who told me about how they conducted 

a series of internal meetings in search of a consensus 

candidate to one firm who informed me of how 

every partner’s name appears on a ballot.  

Meanwhile, 17% of the current firm leaders, again 

consistent in responses from firms of all sizes, claim 

that they “pick and nurture the lawyer who will be 

my successor” while the remainder admit that they 

have no precedent for how they will approach the 

selection process.  One firm leader expressed the 

strong view that “one of the challenges inherent 

in having any current leader pick and nurture their 

successor is the natural human instinct to want to 

select someone just like myself – which may not be 

what the firm needs at this point in time.”

On a related note, I asked whether there were any 

specific qualifications required to be the next chair or 

managing partner.  An astonishing 75% of AmLaw 

100 firms declared that there was “nothing specifi-

cally defined (which dropped to 59% for AmLaw 

200 and 78% for other firms).  A few spoke of 

wanting previous management experience while 

the remainder made reference to various factors like 

unselfishness, compassion, temperament, vision, 

trust, visibility within the firm and so forth.  

This is a far cry from one recent experience wherein 

450 partners, by way of a firm-wide survey, identified 

from a list of 53 leadership attributes, their top 12 

– the ones that they collectively felt would be most 

important for any candidate to demonstrate as the 

new firm leader.  In other words, where we need this 

firm leader to take us is obviously different from the 

last; the world has changed and so the skills we need 

from our new leader are very different.  

I asked firm leaders to identify “what one issue 

would be most important to you when you re-

linquish your position?”  It came as no surprise 

that the majority identified “agreeing on a plan to 

manage the transition period.”  

What was interesting was the 37% who indicated 

“how to let go, how to move on and how to say 

goodbye.”  There was a very direct correlation 

between this answer and the length of time that 

some firm leader had served.  Determining the 

right moment (assuming no term limits) to move 

on remains a gut-wrenching decision and one 

that many partners and a leader’s successor, don’t 

often fully appreciate.  As one managing partner 

expressed it, “we all have a shelf life where we begin 

to lose our spark and then wonder how to exit 

with grace.  When everything is clicking, it’s easy to 

overstay your welcome.”

My final survey question was to inquire what these 

firm leaders had planned for themselves when they 

completed their terms.  Among the AmLaw 100 firms, 

8% would return to practice, 33% take on a reduced 

work load, 8% planned to retire, 21% look for some 

alternative career and the rest didn’t know for certain.  

“Returning to practice” was the preferred choice of 

41% of AmLaw 200 and 31% of the other leaders. 

An interesting dichotomy of views emerged where-

in some 14% claimed that they wanted to stay 

involved in firm management.  As one expressed 

it, “we have a tradition wherein the departing Chair 

becomes a trusted advisor to the new Chair.  It’s a 

bit unusual but it works.”  Taking the opposite view 

was another Chair (selected recently by Law360 as 

one of the most innovative firm leaders) who told 

me, “One of the unique challenges in a large law 

firm is that the CEO often stays with the firm.  An 

ex-CEO can be a real problem for the new CEO.  

So you need to get out of the way and channel 

your leadership energies outside of the firm.”

a final QueSTion

What all of this seems to indicate is that we have 

some leaders of America’s largest law firms who 

do not devote 100% of their time to managing 

multi-million dollar businesses, who have no 

clear job descriptions, limited formal training, 

no formal evaluation process and no established 

criteria for choosing their successor.

While this may sound unduly harsh, it does beg a 

question: “What might your professional counsel 

be, to the Board of a client company with the same 

revenues as your firm, which has this as their pro-

file and were looking for a recommendation from 

you on what action they might take to improve 

their overall organizational governance?”

           t makes one won-

der whether firms have any 

defined internal process 

whereby a thorough de-

briefing occurs between the 

departing leader and the 

successor – or whether it is 

just left to happenstance.”

“I
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praCtiCE group lEaDErShip 2.0

You appointed professionals to positions as 

practice group leader whom you thought would 

do the job (and who promised you that they 

would try); you provided them with some basic 

training; you endeavored to meet with them all 

as a group, periodically, to provide a bit of a pep 

talk; but in spite of all of your efforts, you have 

only a few of your groups that are functioning 

as you had hoped.  So what to do?  Well, you’ve 

now decided to embark upon “Practice Group 

2.0” and start fresh, largely by changing most of 

your leaders and hoping that some new recruits 

might do a better job.

If I’ve learned anything over the years, it is that 

your challenge is not so much a people issue, as 

it is a structural issue.

To be specific: twice a year I have the privilege of 

conducting a one-day master class for practice 

group leaders, usually held at the University of 

Chicago and hosted by the Ark  Group.  Over 

the years I have now conducted about a dozen 

of these sessions and in all cases the participants 

come from firms of over 100 attorneys in size 

including the likes of Jones Day, Kirkland & El-

lis, Morgan Lewis, Sidley Austin, Weil Gotshal, 

Winston & Strawn and many others.

I usually begin the day by posing a few ques-

tions to the assembled participants.  First, I ask, 

by a show of hands, how many of them have 

a formal written job description.  At my last 

Practice GrouP

2.0
LeadershiP

If you are like many, for 

a number of years now you’ve 

been attempting to get your 

practice and industry groups 

to function effectively . . . with 

only limited success.
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This particular managing partner had no idea 

what I meant by “a few mission critical tasks” 

and so I set out for him the following:

I would, if I were drafting this job description, 

start with what I believe should be your two 

mission critical objectives which are the highest 

value use of the leader’s time (and not addressed 

anywhere in the draft job description):

• Mission Critical Objective Number One:

You job as the practice leader is to invest time in 

getting to really know the individual members of 

your team; getting conversant with their strengths 

and career aspirations; and coaching and helping 

(one-on-one) each individual member become 

even more successful then they would have been, 

had you not been the practice group leader.

• Mission Critical Objective Number Two:

Your job as the practice leader is to work with 

your group, as a team, to identify and implement 

specific joint action projects intended to increase 

the group’s overall morale; enhance the visibility 

of the group in their competitive arena; improve 

the service and value delivered to clients; secure 

better business; and work towards developing a 

dominant position in some niche area(s) in your 

marketplace(s).

From that as my start, I would then include per-

haps one page of only the key, essential items that 

have been documented over the 4-page attach-

ment, as simply supplemental action points to ac-

complishing these two mission critical objectives.

Further, I would respectfully delete any reference 

to ‘Financial Management’ for two reasons: I 

believe that these activities lead practice group 

leaders into unconsciously behaving like po-

liceman rather than coaches; and I think that 

much of this should be in the job description 

of the office managing partner or executive 

director.  (and in the case of your office manag-

master class, out of a group of 26 participants, 

ONLY four hands went up – which is pretty 

typical of the responses I usually elicit. 

My second query is to determine how many 

have a formal, clear understanding of precisely 

how many non-billable hours they are expected 

to spend managing or leading their particular 

group.  With this question, I rarely get even one 

hand going up.

Then I ask: “How many of you work in a firm 

where the partners have been required to choose 

one ‘core or primary’ group, wherein they will in-

vest 100 percent of their non-billable time to work-

ing on projects that will progress the ambitions 

and best interests of that group?”  The response, 

again, is a couple of participants acknowledging 

that this is indeed how it works in their firms.  

Before we go any further, please note what we 

have now determined (by the answers to these 

three questions) to be the norm in Practice 

Group Leadership 1.0.  Most practice leaders 

concur that they have accepted the ‘Job’ – with-

out knowing what the job is; how much time 

they are expected to invest in doing the job; and 

even, who specifically is in their group.  Now 

there is a recipe for success!  

In other words, before you concern yourself 

with who occupies the role, you need to verify 

whether there is any integrity to your structure.  

Otherwise, history will repeat itself and most of 

your new practice leaders will fail.  

My work with literally dozens of firms and 

hundreds of practice leaders over the past de-

cade confirms for me that there are 10 structural 

impediments, in no particular order of impor-

tance, but all of which MUST be addressed if 

you hope to have effective groups.

1.  A Formal Written Job Description

Reflecting back on those who answered this 

question in the affirmative, what I’ve now learned 

to ask as a follow-up question is – “tell us specifi-

cally what your job description covers?” 

While working with one firm, in my preparatory 

briefing with the managing partner, I asked the 

usual one about formal job descriptions.  I was 

informed that indeed, a written job descriptions 

had just been developed in draft form.  I learned 

that this job description was formulated during 

an exercise conducted to determine what tasks 

and activities these practice leaders should be 

held responsible for executing.  

I received a copy of the draft, all four pages of  

it, entitled, ‘Practice Group Leader Position Re-

sponsibilities.’  This document covered EVERY-

THING – from developing an annual budget to 

approving marketing expenditures and signing-

off on quarterly WIP reports; from coordinating 

file distribution to workload management; 

and from circulating draft agendas in advance 

of meetings to coordinating the performance 

reviews of students and associates.  This was 

the most exacting laundry list of administrative 

minutiae I had ever read through.  It included 

everything . . . EXCEPT anything to do with the 

activities involved in actually leading a team.

My response to the managing partner was: I will 

be surprised (almost alarmed) if you don’t hear from 

some of your practice leaders, after having reviewed 

this job description, that it is a touch “overwhelm-

ing.”  I personally think that the practice leader’s 

job description should be evolutionary such that you 

begin by identifying a few ‘mission critical’ tasks 

that you will absolutely hold people accountable for 

achieving and then slowly progress to adding more 

responsibilities.

International Review
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praCtiCE group lEaDErShip 2.0

time in doing anything for the group);

– may (depending upon the culture of the 

firm) still perform client work in practice 

areas that are not their core group; and

– may change their mind, at a later stage, should 

they feel that their core group is not performing.

4.  Selecting The Right Individual

It’s an old story but it still remains true in far 

too many cases.  In Practice Group Leader-

ship 1.0, you selected as the practice leader 

that partner who either was the most senior, 

the gifted luminary or the best rainmaker to 

initially become the practice leader.  Now you 

realize that except for taking the title, nothing 

much has happened.  You’re tempted, in your 

vision of launching Practice Group Leadership 

2.0 to replace this individual, but now you 

have a different issue.  Your problem now is 

to determine how do you get him or her to 

relinquish the title without them being embar-

rassed and losing face.  Even worse, you have a 

little chat with the individual to subtly explore 

whether they really do want to continue as 

practice leader, only to be told that they really 

don’t want to do the work required, but having 

the title contributes to their client origination 

results and . . . you wouldn’t want to jeopardize 

that, would you.

What a number of the more progressive firms 

have done is create a title for their senior, lumi-

nary, rainmaker – called Practice Chair.  This is 

to acknowledge the individual as both a subject 

matter expert and a substantive mentor to oth-

ers in the group.  The Chair is required to invest 

a minimal amount of their time to assist group 

members on substantive matters, contribute to 

internal CLE efforts, and provide a bit of help 

on client development issues to those in the 

group with need.

That leaves us to now look for some partner in 

the firm who either has an interest in leading 

the group (would actually like to do the job) 

leaders, each responsible for certain activities.  

And when the firm wanted to make a solid 

commitment to further their knowledge man-

agement effort, rather than burden the practice 

leaders, it developed a model where partners 

were selected from within each group, given 

responsibility for KM, and then collaborated 

together across groups and offices.

3.  An Internal System of One Core (or 
primary) Group

Many practice or industry groups are formed 

for the primary purpose of harnessing a group 

of professionals to engage in activities that will 

bring in business – especially in this economic 

period of declining demand.  Much of what 

is required to build the practice is not capital 

intensive.  Throwing money at advertising or 

branding the group will not necessarily deliver 

increased revenues.  The most important asset 

the group possesses is the cumulative non-

billable time of it’s members – working together 

on projects and activities deemed to be benefi-

cial.  This becomes very difficult to accomplish 

if your structure allows partners to be members 

of as many groups as they wish, without any ac-

knowledgement of where they will invest their 

marketing time.  In other words, you cannot 

expect a partner to divide their finite, precious 

non-billable time amongst a number of differ-

ent groups.  It just does not work!  It only serves 

to frustrate the practice leader and provide the 

partner with a handy excuse as to why they 

weren’t able to follow through on their specific 

promise to accomplish something.

What does work is requiring each partner to se-

lect, voluntarily, the “one core or primary group” 

that is their first choice to invest in.  They should 

be informed that they: 

– may also choose, as a “resource or second-

ary” member, to join as many other groups 

as they wish (thus able to attend meetings, 

participate and receive minutes of meetings, 

but are not obligated to invest any specific 

ing partners, consider: what is that individual’s 

responsibilities?  And how do they interface 

with your practice leaders?)

2.  Clearly Defined Non-Billable Hour 
Commitments

In an environment where we normally mea-

sure the billable hour to the nano-second, when 

it comes to how much time we expect people to 

spend managing their groups, we completely 

ignore the non-billable (or as one managing 

partner calls it – “investment”) time.

Once you’ve chosen the individual expected 

to lead a particular group, you owe it to that 

person to have a frank one-on-one discussion 

to determine how much time this job is going 

to require.  The time required is likely to depend 

on the size of the group and any travel require-

ments (related to the geographic coverage of 

multiple offices).  It is not uncommon to see 

practice leaders investing anywhere from 200 

to 500 non-billable hours.

The very best example I ever heard was from 

one firm leader who described is like this: “We 

have a minimum and maximum expectation of 

you.  The minimum amount of time we would 

like you to spend is 300 hours and we would 

like you to track your time in our system.  If you 

spend less than 300 hours we will need to talk 

about how you’re managing your time.  The 

maximum amount of time we would like you 

to spend is also 300 hours.  In other words, if 

you invest more in working with your group, 

we will be delighted; but please do not use any 

excess investment as an excuse for your own 

billable performance.”

Where practice groups are fairly large and dis-

persed over numerous offices, it is not uncom-

mon to see some model of shared leadership 

emerge.  At Skadden Arps, Jack Butler, the prac-

tice leader of their global restructuring group 

related to me how he had a couple of deputy 
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6.  Obtaining Practice Leader Input Into 
Partner Compensation

Another element necessary to structural integ-

rity is allowing practice leaders formal input 

into the compensation of the partners in their 

group.  Did this individual attend the meetings, 

contribute to the group’s success, implement 

the projects they volunteered for, and help oth-

ers in the group?  It would be naïve to believe 

that leaders will not occasionally have to deal 

with severe degrees of non-compliance, such 

as some partner who never follows through on 

his promises.  It helps when that partner knows 

that each group leader is being invited to pro-

vide specific input into how each member has 

contributed (or not) to the collective effort.

Your job, as firm leader, then becomes to com-

municate to partners at year-end on the results 

of their contributions.  Are you able to actually 

point to a definitive bonus or penalty that accrues 

to some partner as a direct consequence of their 

actions.  Without this feedback loop, your prac-

tice leaders lose all credibility and partners are 

perceived to be free to do whatever they wish.

7.  Defined Non-negotiable Expectations 
of Groups

Whenever I seem to ask firm leaders what 

they expect of their groups, I tend to get some 

vague notion of how the groups should meet 

periodically and that perhaps they should de-

velop a business plan . . . but no real precise and 

consistent definition of what is required of ALL 

practice or industry groups.

I can report that the firms that get this right, set 

out very specific expectations, most often in 

writing, for their groups.  Those expectations 

usually include things like:

-  Every practice group must meet at least 

once monthly, for a minimum of one hour, 

with an agenda dedicated to exploring and 

executing joint projects intended to advance 

and a partner who has the aptitude for actually 

helping their fellow partners.  In other words 

the job of being a practice leader isn’t so much 

about having certain skills as it is about hav-

ing the right attitude.  We need to select that 

partner who can get satisfaction out of helping 

others succeed.

I’ve joked with many a managing partner that 

I think we made a huge mistake in calling our 

people practice ‘leaders.”  For one thing, every-

one wants to be known as a leader, and all too 

often the concept of leadership is taken to sim-

ply mean being a “role-model.”  Or put slightly 

differently, “I was clearly promoted to this role 

of leadership because I am such a successful 

practitioner.  So if you too want to be success-

ful just do what you see me do.”  Perhaps we 

should have more firms adopting the title of 

practice group coach – which removes the 

glamour and enhances what is really required 

of the individual occupying the position.

5.  Determining Practice Group Leader 
Term Limits 

One of the challenges inherent in any lead-

ership position is having the incumbent 

get bored and stale after a number of years.  

In my article “Tenure Trap” I reported on 

academic research that clearly proved that at 

some point (13 years on average), job mas-

tery gives way to boredom; exhilaration to 

fatigue; strategizing to habituation.  Inwardly 

the leader’s spark becomes dim and respon-

siveness to new ideas diminishes.

The more progressive firms have introduced 

term limits for practice leaders.  From my 

research, the most common term is usually 

3 years, renewable for two further terms, or a 

maximum of nine years of service.  This usually 

fosters a sense of leadership succession and the 

idea of introducing new leadership of the group 

without unduly embarrassing some leader seen 

to be stepping down.

the position of the group in the competitive 

marketplace.

-  Every partner is required to devote a mini-

mum of 60 non-billable hours to: 

(1)  doing some task/project that will ben-

efit the interests and goals of their core/pri-

mary group (with any activities undertaken 

to benefit that partner’s personal practice 

commended but not sufficient); and

(2)  promoting the group’s profile and 

visibility through active membership and 

participation in some selected industry or 

trade organization.

-  Each practice group must devote some time 

and attention to:

(1)  exploring and discussing how they 

can enhance the value they deliver to 

clients; and 

(2)  accomplishing client matters at less cost  

with a written progress report delivered to 

the management committee quarterly.

8.  Ensuring Every Practice Group Has A 
Formal Written Plan

Now this is one of those questions, that when 

I do ask attendees of one of my master classes, 

usually elicits a good number of affirmative 

responses.  Except that when I dig deeper, I find 

structural impediments that have us still com-

ing up short.

Impediment One.  In too many instances we 

relegate planning to some four-page template 

that each practice group is expected to complete.  

I don’t know where these templates originate, 

but I see similar documents in every firm.  It 

asks things like: 

-  list five current clients for which your group 

can expand the volume and scope of the 

work handled

-  list five prospects that your group will target 

for business

-  develop four ideas for collaborating or 

cross-selling with other practice groups

-  list the client entertainment activities you 
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financial progress, perhaps with reports to each 

practice leader on who in their group needs 

some remedial attention.  All subjects deserving 

of time and attention, but also capable of being 

communicated by email without the necessity 

of a physical meeting.

Again, the more progressive firms do meet and 

meet at least quarterly with the firm leader and 

all of the practice leaders.  That meeting is not 

a data dump.  That meeting usually has three 

consistent agenda items:

Agenda Item One:  Help With Problems

“In a moment, I’m going to go around the 

table and I would like to hear from each of you 

about some problem, frustration or headache 

that you are confronting, that perhaps others 

here may have experienced and that we can 

help you with.”

Agenda Item Two:  Replicate Successes

“In a moment, I’m going to go around the 

table and I would like to hear from each of you 

about some success that you or your group has 

experienced that could be emulated, duplicated 

or leveraged by other groups in the room.”

Agenda Item Three:  Explore Cross-selling 

Opportunities

“In a moment, I’m going to go around the 

table and I would like to hear from each of you 

about ONE timely, hot and pressing legal issue 

that you are currently helping your particular 

clients successfully deal with, and an issue that 

other clients in this firm may also be facing.”

CONCLUSION

As I stated at the beginning of this article, to 

make Practice Group Leadership 2.0 work you 

need to address each and every one of these – 

ten actions to help make your practice groups 

function effectively.

of the groups’ meeting minutes.  The response 

I usually get is  . . . “Minutes?  What do you 

mean by minutes?”  Which tells me everything 

I need to know.

I find that too many practice group meetings are 

simply a convenient excuse to have lunch and 

find out what everyone has been up to lately.  

The most effective practice groups spend their 

time action planning, determining some joint 

projects that the group would benefit from 

working on and having partners volunteer to 

implement certain tasks.

The acid test is: are your groups really doing 

anything meaningful?  The only way for firm 

leadership to determine the answer is to get the 

group’s minutes and see whether there are spe-

cific tasks/projects underway with specific part-

ners committed to implementing those projects 

– and ideally those projects should line up with 

the business plan that each group created.

As the firm leader if you are receiving the month-

ly minutes from each of your practice groups, you 

can fairly easily determine who’s being effective 

and who is off track, who’s working on imple-

menting their business plan and who is not; 

and which practice leaders you might need to 

spend some time coaching and which you need 

only send a “good work’ note to.  Alternatively, 

without regular minutes you will not likely find 

out how any of the groups are progressing until 

the end of the year, if then.

10.  Regular Quarterly Meetings of All 
Practice Group Leaders 

It has become increasingly common for firms 

to periodically bring all of their practice lead-

ers together, usually for a couple of hours 

over lunch.  When I ask practice leaders about 

what is on the agenda of those meetings, I’m 

informed “it was simply a management data 

dump!”  In other words, it was an opportunity 

to report on the firm’s initiatives, activities and 

have planned for the coming year

I have crassly come to call this “wet dream mar-

keting.”  It sometimes goes well beyond being 

aspirational.  I’ve seen group plans that show 

them targeting prospective clients, so out of step 

with reality, that one just knows that no one has 

bothered to question them on their thinking.

Impediment Two.  After the written plan is 

submitted, I dare you to ask any of the partners 

in the group to tell you about their group’s busi-

ness plan.  I issue that dare from knowing that 

in too many cases the practice leader will have 

simply taken the template home and filled it in, 

without consulting any of the group’s members.  

I know that from hearing them tell me that this 

is “just one more bureaucratic exercise to ap-

pease the marketing department.”

Impediment Three.  In most cases there is 

absolutely no feedback loop from your firm’s 

management committee to individual practice 

leaders to see how the implementation of that 

business plan is progressing – except maybe, 

maybe at the end of the year when it’s too late 

to offer any constructive suggestions or make 

course corrections.  And then we do it all over 

again the next year thinking that this time it will 

work out better!

What practice groups need to do is get everyone 

together (think of it as a half-day mini-retreat) 

to assess their work, the clients they serve, the 

competitors they face-off against, the trends 

that are impacting their practices and determine 

specifically where their greatest opportunities 

are and what they should specifically do to 

capitalize on those opportunities.

9.   Minutes of Group Meetings Provided to 
Management Committee

Whenever I’ve been called in to work with a 

firm’s practice groups, one of my first questions 

of firm leadership is to please send me copies 
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TESTIMONIALS:

“i was struck by the synthesis of the 

issues you presented.  It was amaz-

ingly clear and comprehensive, given the 

breadth of the topic and the short time 

available.  I was delighted to attend the 

event and I learned a lot from it.” 

Hugh Verrier, Chairman  
whITe & cASe

Thank you for allowing me to participate 
in your First 100 Days Seminar......it has 
truly helped me hit the ground running.

ONE YEAR LATER:  Your Seminar really 
did help me to prioritize my goals and 
objectives for the first 100 days.  As I look 
back, I really didn’t know what I didn’t 
know leading up to taking on this new 
responsibility as the Managing Partner.  
The guidance and suggestions I took away 
from the seminar (and reading materials) 
were extremely helpful.  I had a much 
better understanding of what to expect.  I 
really do appreciate all of your help.

Richard D. Nix, Managing Partner  
mcAFee & TAFT

WHY A MASTERCLASS  
FOR NEW FIRM LEADERS?

“new firm leaders mistakenly believe 

that because they have served as a 

practice group manager or on the firm’s 

executive committee they have the 

necessary background for taking on the 

role of leading the entire firm.  Not 

even close!”

It may not be fair, but it’s true:  

Your first few months as Managing  

Partner or Firm Chair — the time 

when you are just starting to grasp 

the dimensions of your new job — 

may well turn out to be the most 

crucial in setting the stage for a 

tenure that hopefully should last  

for years.

While these first 100 days will pres-

ent a unique window of opportu-

nity, they also hold potential for 

others to misunderstand you.  How 

quickly you swing into action as the 

new leader, for example, might pro-

vide a basis for your peers to char-

acterize your management style as 

rash, purposeful, or indecisive.  Your 

selection of colleagues within the 

firm for consultation on your early 

decisions will fuel others’ notions 

that you’re inclusive, authoritarian, 

or even playing favorites.  Some 

partners might rush to label you 

as fair or arbitrary; a visionary or a 

cautious bureaucrat.  Some are even 

likely to try to test your composure 

in the early going.

This one-day intensive masterclass 

is designed to help you hone critical 

skills and develop a plan for a suc-

cessful transition as you move into 

your role as your firm’s new leader.

For more details, a copy of the day’s 
agenda or to register, please visit:
www.first100daysmasterclass.com

FIRST 100 DAYS 
Master Class for the New 
Firm Leader

2
01

3 WHEN:  Thursday  
August 15, 2013

TIME: 8:30 am - 4:30 pm

WHERE:   Glecher Center  
University of Chicago

YOUR MASTERCLASS MATERIALS

n 24-page Monograph – “First 

100 Days:� Transitioning A 

New Managing Partner”

n 200-page Hardcover – 
“Serving At The Pleasure  

of My Partners:� Advice For 

The NEW Firm Leader”

  
n 75-page WorkBook  
includes case studies,�  

exercises and discussion 

materials

n Copy of 170+ slide Power-

Point presentation

n A formal,� written and  

confidential 15-PAGE “HO-

GAN” personality    assess-

ment with coaching recom-

mendations.

YOUR MASTERCLASS FACULTY:

Patrick J. McKenna is an interna-
tionally recognized authority on law 
practice management; and

Brian K. Burke is the former Chair 
Emeritus at Baker & Daniels with 
over 20 years in law firm leadership 
positions.


